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"Lock up your libraries if you like; but there is no gate, no lock, no bolt that you can set upon the freedom of my mind."

—Virginia Woolf

Flavour of theMonth:
Quarantine Coffee

Cream

Naomi Virgo
7:30 a.m.
A time that is known as the

morning, when the birds start to chirp
and the sun rises over the hills and
people break out their morning cup of
Joe after a long sleep. But of course
there are those special people who go
against the grain and use that bird
chirping and sun rising as a bedtime
reminder. Coffee Cream is one of those
people.

Now don’t get it twisted, she did
productive stuff during the night too.
There are at least three projects that
she’s submitted at two in the morning,
and it’s been non-scientifically proven
that she does a lot better on tests when
she takes them at 4:30 a.m. after a
quick Disney movie marathon. But
she’ll admit that most of that late
night time is spent binge watching the
entirety of whatever streaming service
she can get her hands on. So far she’s
gone through every single show on
Netflix, Hulu, Disney+, HBO Go, and is
now slowly making her rounds on
Youtube.

To keep it short and sweet, Coffee
Cream is gradually turning into a
hermit. Yeah she goes outside
sometimes, but she’s been in the same
hoodie-sweatpants-fuzzy socks-and-
blanket combo for longer than any
human should. Her mother isn’t sure if
she forgets to change this outfit or if
it’s now permanently fused to her
body. Coffee Cream has lost almost all
concept of time too; her only
remaining measures of the passing
weeks are episodes and seasons.

The sole thing preventing her
transformation into a full blown
recluse is her sibling, whom she
currently has listed on Kijiji for the
hefty price of a Papa John’s pizza with
garlic sauce and a cookie.

Either way though, she’ll probably
resurface in a little bit—maybe after
she finishes the Chloe Ting challenge
or her fifth binge of The Office.
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Practical Tips for a
Productive Quarantine

Isabella Sheptak
When quarantine began, society as a whole was forced

to fixate on what we had to lose. Weddings and
graduations were cancelled, contact with anyone
outside of our immediate family was restricted to the
virtual world overnight, and simple pleasures like
hanging out at cafes were pulled out from beneath our
feet. While all of these unfortunate happenings affect us
just as greatly now as they did when they were fresh in
the middle of March, time has in large part taken the
sting from the reality of it all. Now, rather than
focusing on the negative aspects of that which we
cannot control, we should lend our time and energy to
that which we can. With generally decreased workloads
for students and significant amounts of free time, our
current situation lends to us great opportunities to
learn and grow. No, I’m not saying do extra math
homework for the thrill of it, I’m saying expand your
knowledge or skill set in something you are truly
interested in (and if it’s math, so be it). However, I know
it is easier said than done. Many people are finding it a
struggle to productively fill their time or balance
newfound flexibility with academic responsibilities and
a lack of motivation. I am here to help! So, without
further ado, I present to you my practical tips for a
productive quarantine.
Establish a good sleeping schedule. It is easy to feel as if
this extra long “break” is allowing us the freedom to
twist our sleeping schedules however we see fit.
However, staying up scrolling through Tik Tok until
three in the morning and then waking up at one in the
afternoon significantly takes away from the available
hours you have to be productive. Attempt to wake up at
a good hour during weekdays, and sleep in late only on
weekends.
Spend less time on your phone. I know, our phones are
currently the only access we have to a sense of
community and the friends and family we miss so

much. However, how much time is spent truly
connecting with your friends, and how much is spent
mindlessly scrolling through social media in an attempt
to cure boredom or fill some sort of void? It’s alright to
go on social media to relax for a bit, and more than
okay to spend time FaceTiming friends, but eventually
you realize the reason your phone usage increased by
120% is because you are bored and have no idea what to
do with your time. Try to limit phone usage to
communication, music, and productive applications,
and restrict social media time.
Get your school work done right away. While most
people have to work around Microsoft Teams meetings
at set times, actual assignments are generally handed
out at the beginning of the week or day, and you are left
with plenty of time to complete them. It may be
tempting to put off your work as you feel disconnected
from classes and grades, but it all catches up to you at
the end and you will be severely overwhelmed. If you
start off your day by working on those school tasks you
would rather forget, your load will not only feel lighter,
but you will begin to feel more productive and
motivated. It will also free up your afternoons to enjoy
the beautiful weather outside.
Set a new goal for yourself. Now is the time to develop
new skills, or work on big projects you have been
putting off. Set little goals along the way to keep
yourself on track, and before long time will be flying
and you will find yourself feeling more fulfilled
knowing you used your quarantine in a way that was
productive, not destructive. These goals and projects can
be anything from learning a new language on Duolingo
to writing a story to running more often. So far this
quarantine I have painted my room, completed my
online training for my hunting license, started reading
my bible more often, and will soon be planting my
garden. Now is the time for doing more of what you
love and finding new things to enjoy.

* Greenhouses are still open. Start a little houseplant
garden in your room, or repot any of the plants you
already have that are getting too big for their
containers. If you want, make or buy a hanging planter.
Handwrite letters to your friends. Texts are nice, but it’s
always fun to get longer notes out of the blue, and
they’re equally fun to write and decorate.
* Upcycle clothes you don’t wear. Your options are
limitless, from tie dying them to embroidering them to
turning them into something completely new.
* Organize your music. I have personally been putting
this one off because it takes a lot of time, but if ever
there was a time to do it, it’s now. Go through your
music and delete songs you no longer listen to to free
up space, and organize the songs you love into playlists
for any mood or day.

Quarantine Activities Inspiration
Do you have the time management down, but are still feeling uninspired?

Here are a few ideas for fun activities/projects to fill your days.

* Get moving. Gyms may be closed, but that doesn’t
mean you can’t try different styles of workouts. There
are a lot of different yoga/stretch routines that can be
found on Youtube, short workouts that can be found on
Tik Tok, and of course you can always go for a run or a
bike ride. If you want, try something completely new
like rollerblading.
* Learn a new language. You don’t have to aim for
fluency, but it can’t hurt to expand your ability to
pronounce words and speak conversationally in a new
language. Duolingo is great for beginners, but if you are
someone who already has a foundation, the app
Tandem is awesome for developing your conversational
skills with native speakers from around the world.
* Paint. It doesn’t matter what honestly, it could be the
walls, your shoes, or a jean jacket. Go crazy with it (but
maybe check with your folks first).
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Charlie's Quarantine Cuisine
Charlie El-Homeira

I hate to burst your bubble but the famous layered vegetable dish that graced
our screens in the hit 2007 Pixar film Ratatouille isn’t actually known as
ratatouille… It’s known as Confit Byaldi and was created by renowned French
chef Michel Guérard who took traditional recipes and recreated them into
lighter dishes.

The dish, consisting of layered vegetables served with a light sauce was once
again reinvented and elevated by chef Thomas Keller who paired it with a
piperade (sauce of peppers and tomatoes). Keller served as a food consultant
during filming of Ratatouille, and even had producer Brad Lewis experience
Keller’s kitchen first hand. When asked how he would prepare ratatouille for the
most famous food critic in the world, Keller suggested serving it in the refined
Confit Byaldi form.

So there you have it! The layered ratatouille we have come to know is actually
Confit Byaldi! I have decided to show you how to make Confit Byaldi as a tribute
to my absolute favourite film! I truly hope you try this recipe out!

DIRECTIONS
Chef's note: I highly recommend choosing vegetables (specifically the zucchini,

squash, and eggplant) that have very similar circumferences. This will allow for
even cooking and clean presentation.
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Storm Edu-torial
Life Lessons with Lessard:AnOde to Healthy Habits

Hello everyone,

I hope that this message finds you in good health and with a positive mental attitude. I want to talk about maintenance
cycles here really quick. A maintenance cycle is any behavior that maintains a negative thought process. For example, if I become
anxious I might avoid the situation entirely so I do not have to deal with the situation that is making me anxious. Avoidance is the
maintenance behavior. There are many behaviours that can maintain negative thoughts and feelings. There have been many
behaviors that isolation has made out to be acceptable such as binge watching Netflix, sitting on our phones scrolling forever, and not
taking care of our sleep hygiene. These activities, though they make us feel good in the moment, can actually maintain anxiety,
depressive moods, and negative thoughts and feelings as soon as the activity is over. Things such as exercise, good diet, and
meditation are some of the things that actually combat these negative thoughts and behaviors.

Our brain craves experiences that will trigger the various neurological stimuli that will make it feel good. Serotonin, oxytocin, and
dopamine can all be triggered this way in order to help make us feel better instead of delaying our negative thoughts and feelings
when the activity is over. There are tons of useful tools out there for getting started for these things. Headspace, Wysa, and Mindshift
are all free apps that help you work through meditation as well as track thoughts and feelings using Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
techniques. NikeFit or NikeRun (also free) have coaches to help you get physically fit whether you are experienced or new to fitness.

If you are feeling overwhelmed by all this please make sure to reach out to someone who cares or contact 411 or Mrs. Henderson
(Adriana.Henderson@ecsd.net) for mental health support. We are all in this together. We just need to make sure that we are doing the
right things to take care of our mind, body, and soul through this.

Take care and I miss you all!
Cheers,

Lessard

mothermargaretmary.ecsd.net

CONFIT BYALDI

Yield: 1 9"x13" pan
Total time: ~3 hours

Ingredients
• 6 large Roma tomatoes
• 1 yellow and 1 orange bell pepper

(seeds and core removed but left
whole)

• ½ cup of vegetable broth/ stock
• ½ cup water
• 2-3 sprigs of fresh rosemary
• 2-4 sprigs of fresh thyme
• 2 cloves garlic
• ½ yellow onion
• 1 zucchini
• 1 yellow squash (These are

usually available in summer and
fall; if you can't find any, a
second zucchini will work fine)

• 1 Japanese eggplant
• Salt and pepper to taste

Prepare Piperade
Begin by cutting an “X” on the bottom of each tomato. Place them in a pot of boiling water and cook for about

thirty seconds to a minute then immediately place into a bath of ice water and set aside. This step allows for easy
peeling of the tomato skins. On an extremely hot stovetop (gas is recommended but this can be done on electric)
place the peppers directly over the flame and cook until charred/blackened on all sides. Cover in tin foil and set aside.
After about five minutes remove the tin foil and peel off the skins of peppers and tomatoes. In a high powered
blender or food processor combine both peppers, four tomatoes, rosemary, thyme, garlic, onions, broth, water, 1
tablespoon of olive oil, salt, and pepper. Blend until extremely smooth and set aside.

Assemble Confit Byaldi
Preheat your oven to 240°F. While the oven is preheating, slice the zucchini,

eggplant, remaining two tomatoes, and squash. I used a mandoline to get extremely
precise cuts about ⅛ of an inch or 3 millimeters. If your mandoline comes with a
hand guard, use it! Many a cook has lost half a knuckle while using this tool!

In a rectangular or oval baking dish pour half of the sauce into the bottom and
spread evenly then begin shingling your sliced vegetables together. I cut my
vegetables quite thin so I stack the vegetables in layers of three. Once the baking dish
is full of the vegetables, drizzle with a little more olive oil, sprinkle some more fresh
thyme, and season with salt and pepper. Cover the dish with a sheet of parchment
paper and bake for 90 minutes.

Remove the parchment and bake uncovered for another 25 minutes. The
vegetables will be soft but still hold their shape once cooked.

Present Your Dish!
To mimic Remy's presentation in the film, use a ring mould or round cutter and

fill with a layer of the vegetables stacked vertically widthwise, then another layer
stacked horizontally. Remove mould, spoon over a portion of the remaining sauce
(heated until warm) and garnish with a single chive! Bone Apple Teeth!

Cooking Tools Glossary

Mandoline a cooking utensil designed to create uniform,
accurate, ultra-thin slices and julienne (matchstick) cuts

Parchment paper a versatile, grease- and moisture-resistant
paper designed for oven use as a nonstick surface or to encourage
steaming, depending on application

Ring mould also known as a biscuit cutter, a cook uses a ring
mould to ensure a uniform, tidy presentation
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Soothe Your Soul with Zentangles
Mrs. Bourassa

Zentangles are a form of soothing/therapeutic
"doodling" (This is a contentious term; more on that
later!) that can give a person with a busy mind or
busy hands somewhere to channel their energy.

The word zentangle is meant to be a marriage of
two words:

Zen, when boiled to its most reductive and
culturally-diluted meaning, signifies a
meditative practice resulting in inner peace and
mindfulness.
Tangle, in its verb form, can mean to unite or
knit together into some interlaced, confusing,
and/or intricate mass.

So, a zentangle is essentially the result of a person
creating an intricate arrangement (usually of lines)
as a form of meditative relaxation!

Why is a zentangle not a doodle? For many folks,
the act of keeping a pen moving allows the doodler
to pay closer attention to some other thing. That's
why you'll see doodling happen in classes or in
meetings. When you are creating a zentangle (or
tangling, as one might say), your primary focus is on
the tangle itself. The idea is that you get so swept up
in tangling that you focus on only that, promoting
mindfulness and calm.

The basic anatomy of a "tangle" is a "tile" or
geometric frame, with a structured pattern (often
simple lines, circles, dots, or curves) that lays
predictably on the tile. Then you can experiment
with joining the tangles into chains or larger
patterns and arrangements. It may feel awkward at
first, but as your tangling progresses, you'll enjoy
seeing your doodles take shape. Don't worry about
mistakes here; the goal is relaxation, not perfection!

There are lots of zentangle patterns and examples
you can experiment with online, but here I have
compiled a few easier tangles for you to fiddle with.
All you need is some paper—even just a free margin
will suffice!—and a pen/pencil. Coloured pens or
markers add some fun, too, if you have them handy.

Happy tangling!

Basic tangle: I started these by placing dots on the page in the approximate arrangement of a square,
hexagon, and octagon. Then I just connected the dots with curving, scroll-like line (like a backwards S).
Take your tangle further: You can experiment with placing dots more randomly on the page and
trying to connect as many as possible!

Basic tangle: This one is fun and
super easy! Start with a little
"rainbow" and just let it grow!
Take your tangle further:
Experiment with different
colours, widths, and line
thicknesses. Try this same idea
but with scalloped edges,
rectangular shapes, or
dash/dotted lines instead of solid
ones!

Basic tangle: Start with a small circle on your
page/tile and just let it grow! This process is
essentially how mandalas are created.
Take your tangle further: Experiment with other
shapes, borders, embellishments, and details. You can
also start with a shape other than a circle. How would
your design change if your starting shape was a heart,
oval, or the outline of a key?

Basic tangle: Start with a bunch of
lines running in more or less the
same direction. They can be
straight or curved, as you wish!
Then add zigzags running against
those lines, changing direction
each time lines intersect. You'll
end up with a crazy-looking
staircase or herringbone pattern.
Take your tangle further: Colour
in alternating spaces to add a
checkerboard effect!

Basic tangle: Draw scalene
triangles that connect to each
other. You can do it like this or
even just create a frame around
your page (Awesome for
handmade greeting cards!)
Take your tangle further: Colour
in your triangles (you might get
some 3D-like effects depending
on what colours/tones you use!)
or treat each triangle like its own
tile and tangle inside of them!

May We Recommend... Podcast Edition!
Fueled by the Science Department

Now commences the season of emerging from
your sitting-friendly cocoon into a sunlit ocean of
airborne pollen and tree fluff. The days ahead
promise cycling, rollerblading, power walking,
scootering on your little sibling's embarrassingly
small Razor, or maybe full-out prancing in your best
Richard Simmons gear (Don't worry, your parents
know who that is) outside, and you know you want
some excellent content to stuff into your ears (and
hopefully also your brain). Here are some rad
podcasts curated by your friendly neighbourhood
Science Department. Enjoy!

· The Daily (New York Times)

· Frontburner (CBC)

· Ideas (CBC)

· Science Vs.

· Revisionist History

· Freakonomics

· Against the Rules

· The Next Big Idea

· The Infinite Monkey Cage (BBC)

· Quirks and Quarks (CBC)

· Uncover (CBC)

· Ologies (Some profanity! Listen with discretion!)

· Radio Lab

· Science Friday




